
Karlin & Taylor Chs. 2 & 3
Resnick Ch. 1

Readings:  Lawler Ch. 2

Recall that a countably infinite state space is one that can be placed in 
one-to-one correspondence with the integers.  This excludes 
continuous sets.  But any subset of the integers, as well as 
multidimensional integer lattices 
(d dimensions)
Is countable.

Ones in which one does not wish to impose an a priori bound.•
Queueing theory without a hard constraint on the queue length•
Population dynamics and epidemic modeling•
Random walks on lattices (atomic physics)•
Financial modeling•

Very commonly, the countably infinite state spaces of interest are the integers or the 
nonnegative integers.  Examples and models motivating countably infinite state 
spaces are:

The reason that one may not want to impose an artificial upper limit on the state of 
the Markov chain, even if one believes that there is a practical one, is that it would 
better for the dynamics of the Markov chain to create these upper bounds organically 
rather than just impose it by a cutoff.  

Now we will proceed to revisit the various theoretical formulas that we have 
developed for finite state Markov chains, and see how they carry over to the 
countably infinite state space setting.

Model formulation

Stochastic update rules carry over with no change (essentially the stream of 
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Stochastic update rules carry over with no change (essentially the stream of 
independent, identically distributed random variables Zn might have countable rather 
than finite range, no problem.)

Probability transition matrix now generally has infinite rank.  One can't really write it 
as a matrix anymore, but one can still talk about 

Similarly the initial probability distribution will also be 
given by a vector with countably infinitely many 
components:

Simulation of countably infinite Markov chains:

One still uses the same idea of taking the current state i, 
and using the ith row of the probability transition matrix 
to get a probability distribution for the state j at the next 
epoch.  Or one can use stochastic update rule.  The only 
change will be that one may have to generate random 
variables with countably infinite range.  (Both for the 
initial probability distribution and for the rows of the 
probability transition matrix).  This can be a little tricky.
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One has infinitely many bins.  In principle one can search 
for what bin one falls in.   But often times, one tries to 
see if there is a more clever way to generate the random 
variable.

The most common random variable with countably 
infinite range is the Poisson distributed random variable:

Rather than trying to simulate a Poisson random variable 
by binning the unit interval, one can use the following 
fact:

If one takes a sequence of independent, identically 
distributed random variables with an exponential 
distribution with mean 

Is a Poisson distributed random variable with mean 
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And in fact, in many countably infinite Markov chains, 
the random variables involved in the simulation may 
have finite range (the state of the Markov chain can only 
change by a finite amount over one epoch, but it could 
have arbitrarily large changes over time.)

Analytical formulas for finite-time horizon statistics for 
countably infinite state Markov chains

These formulas carry over directly from the finite state 
case; all sums are guaranteed to converge even though 
they're infinite.

Recall that the key formula was that the probability 
distribution for the state of the Markov chain after n 
epochs:
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These sums converge because:

Now one uses very basic versions of Holder inequalities 
to deduce:

`

Long-Time Properties of Countably Infinite State Markov Chains

Here qualitative differences arise from finite state Markov chains, simply because over 
an infinite time horizon, the properties of trajectories in finite or infinite state spaces 
have fundamental differences.

For a finite state Markov chain, any closed communication class must be recurrent.  •
For an infinite state Markov chain, one can have closed communication classes that •

This can be seen in the most basic distinction that:
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For an infinite state Markov chain, one can have closed communication classes that 
are transient.  

•

Whereas for finite state Markov chains, topology of the Markov chain was enough to 
characterize transience vs .recurrence, this does not carry over to infinite state 
Markov chains.  We need to introduce a little more analysis.

But first some definitions.

A state j is said to be recurrent provided that:

Otherwise state j is said to be transient.

We will need to split the definition of recurrence into 
two subcategories:

A state j is said to be positive recurrent provided that:

A state j is said to be null recurrent when:
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How can null recurrence happen?  

Notice that:

The first sum can be finite while the second can be 
infinite when the probability distribution is slowly 
decaying, i.e. 

So a null recurrent Markov chain is one for which the returns to a state are 
essentially guaranteed to happen, but the time between the returns can be 
expected to be very long.  On the other hand positive recurrent chains will have 
a more specific finite expected time between returns to a given state.

Null recurrent in dimensions less than or equal to two•

One can show through a tedious calculation (see Karlin and Taylor) that 
unbiased random walks are:
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Null recurrent in dimensions less than or equal to two•
Transient in dimensions greater than two.•

This is related to how Green's functions for Laplacian behaves in various 
dimensions.  (Funny anomalies for two-dimensional physical Brownian motion).

Null recurrence of the random walk in one dimension actually has psychological 
implications (see Feller, Introduction to Probability Theory, Vol 1, Ch. 3)

Null recurrence is impossible for states in a finite closed communication 
class.  A closed communication class that is finite must be positive 
recurrent by same arguments as was made for the finite state Markov 
chain.  

So for countably infinite state Markov chains, the states can be 
transient, null recurrent, positive recurrent.   These properties are still 
class properties, meaning they are the same for all states in the same 
communication class.

How does a Markov chain behave in the long run when it begins in a 
communication class of one of these three types?

1.

How do we determine to which of these three types a given 
communication class belongs?

2.

Two fundamental questions associated to this classification:

Each closed communication class can be viewed as its own irreducible 
Markov chain

•

Any nonclosed communication class is automatically transient.•

We will discuss these for irreducible Markov chains because for reducible 
Markov chains:

Positive recurrent Markov chain:
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This is the generalization of finite-state recurrent Markov chains.  A unique 
stationary distribution is guaranteed to exist:

The proof we gave for the finite state case extends to 
positive recurrent infinite-state Markov chains.

Law of large numbers for Markov chains also applies.

If the Markov chain is aperiodic, then the stationary 
distribution is also a limit distribution:

More details on the proofs can be found in Resnick Secs. 2.12, 2.13.

Null recurrent Markov chains:

Which need not be normalizable.

And in fact the invariant measures for null recurrent Markov 
chains have infinite sums.  

Null recurrent Markov chains do not have a stationary distribution.  Rather 
they have an invariant measure:
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chains have infinite sums.  

More precisely, an irreducible null recurrent Markov 
chain has an invariant measure that is unique up to 
constant positive multiple, and has infinite sum (Resnick 
Sec. 2.12).

Long-time behavior:

For any 
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